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that the sermon had upon the imagination of New England
Puritans. In this book Emory Elliott puts forth a complex and
striking thesis: that Puritan religious literature provided the
myths and metaphors that helped the people to express their
deepest doubts and fears, feelings created by their particular
cultural situation and aroused by the crucial social events of
seventeenth-century America. In his early chapters, the author
defines the psychological needs of the second- and thirdgeneration Puritans, arguing that these needs arose from the
generational conflict between the founders and their children and
from the methods of child rearing and religious education
employed in Puritan New England. In the later chapters, he
reveals how the ministers responded to the crisis in their society
by reshaping theology and constructing in their sermons a
religious language that helped to fulfill the most urgent
psychological needs of the people. Originally published in 1975.
The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand
technology to again make available previously out-of-print books
from the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press.
These editions preserve the original texts of these important
books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover
editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly
increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the
thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since
its founding in 1905.
The American Pulpit Oct 11 2020
The Power of the Pulpit Aug 01 2022
King Came Preaching Nov 04 2022 Mervyn Warren offers you a
journey into the preaching of Martin Luther King Jr., a homiletical
biography exploring King's sermons, use of language, delivery
and more.
Descending on Humanity and Intervening in History Jun 18 2021
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and imagination in the work of one of the greatest of Free Church
theologians, P. T. Forsyth. At a time of fragmentation, when
theological study has become too much removed from the task of
the preacher, Forsyth's work can remind us of the invigorating
power of Christian doctrine interpreted and expounded in
situations of pastoral and political exigency. Its capacity for the
renewal of the church is evident again from this rich and timely
anthology, compiled and introduced by Jason Goroncy.
Race, Religion, and the Pulpit Jul 20 2021 During the Great
Migration of African Americans from the South to the cities of the
Northeast, Midwest, and West, the local black church was
essential in the making and reshaping of urban areas. In Detroit,
there was one church and one minister in particular that
demonstrated this power of the pulpit—Second Baptist Church of
Detroit (“Second,” as many members called it) and its nineteenth
pastor, the Reverend Robert L. Bradby. In Race, Religion, and the
Pulpit: Rev. Robert L. Bradby and the Making of Urban Detroit,
author Julia Marie Robinson explores how Bradby’s church
became the catalyst for economic empowerment, community
building, and the formation of an urban African American working
class in Detroit. Robinson begins by examining Reverend
Bradby’s formative years in Ontario, Canada; his rise to
prominence as a pastor and community leader at Second Baptist
in Detroit; and the sociohistorical context of his work in the early
years of the Great Migration. She goes on to investigate the
sometimes surprising nature of relationships between Second
Baptist, its members, and prominent white elites in Detroit,
including Bradby’s close relationship to Ford Motor Company and
Henry Ford. Finally, Robinson details Bradby’s efforts as a “race
leader” and activist, roles that were tied directly to his theology.
She looks at the parts the minister played in such high-profile
events as the organizing of Detroit’s NAACP chapter, the Ossian
Sweet
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Detroit in the 1940s. Race, Religion, and the Pulpit presents a full
and nuanced picture of Bradby’s life that has so far been missing
from the scholarly record. Readers interested in the intersections
of race and religion in American history, as well as anyone with
ties to Detroit’s Second Baptist Church, will appreciate this
thorough volume.
More Power in the Pulpit Mar 28 2022 In this companion and
sequel to the best-selling Power in the Pulpit (2002), which has
sold over 11,000 copies, more of America's best-known and most
influential African American preachers describe how they go
about preparing their sermons. Each preacher also presents a
sermon that highlights his or her particular method of sermon
preparation. This book is an excellent how-to manual for pastors
and students, presenting sage advice and wisdom on the art of
preaching and an inspirational look at the work of some of the
most prominent figures in the life of the black church.
Passion in the Pulpit Apr 04 2020 Biblical exegesis doesn’t stop
with the words alone. Faithful preachers exegete the emotion of
the text as well. It’s easy to let our own personalities dictate the
emotional dimension of our sermons, but the best preachers
mirror the Bible’s emotive intent in their sermons. In Passion in
the Pulpit, Jerry Vines and Adam Dooley will teach you how to
exegete not just the verbal content of Scripture, but its emotional
appeal as well. They show you the role the Bible’s emotional
intent should play in each stage of sermon prep, and: Offer
exegetical steps to discern the biblical pathos Teach you how to
avoid manipulation while making your sermons emotional Help
you determine the appropriate limitations of emotional appeal
Give you verbal, vocal, and visual techniques to help convey the
biblical emotional intent in your sermons When we elevate the
Bible’s emotional intent above our own, we preach truth rather
than personality.
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preacher Cleophus J. LaRue brings together the voices of twelve
of America's most influential African-American preachers. Each of
these renowned preachers describes his or her method of sermon
preparation and includes a sample sermon for illustration. An
excellent how-to manual for pastors and students,Power in the
Pulpitis both sage wisdom on the art of preaching and an
inspiring look at some of the most prominent figures in the black
church.
The Homilist; or, The pulpit for the people, conducted by D.
Thomas. Vol. 1-50; 51, no. 3- ol. 63 Sep 29 2019
Undone by Easter Aug 28 2019 Face the prospect of preaching
your next Easter sermon with joy and confidence, rather than
worry about finding something new to say. Preachers dread the
arrival of Easter, because these holy days bring the daunting task
of finding new ways to tell the old stories everyone's heard so
many times before. But what if it were only we preachers who are
bored with these stories? asks Will Willimon. What if people keep
showing up at Easter because the story of God's victory over
death continues to hold power for them? What if the point were
not to capitulate to the culture's insatiable appetite for novelty,
but to tell the old stories faithfully, trusting in the power of the
Spirit to make the text, the congregation, and yes, even the
preacher come alive again in the preaching event?
At the Pulpit Jun 26 2019
Pulpit Power and Eloquence Apr 16 2021
From Pulpit to Fiction Jan 02 2020 This book examines the
authority and power of a «sermonic text» through its ﬁctive
qualities. The author argues that a sermonic text functions in the
manner of a work of ﬁction and creates an event and space that
forces a decision upon the reader. The text creates a place where
the Kingdom of God is about to happen and is happening.
Consequently, the reader is forced to make a decision. Will he or
she
«go
and
doCame
likewise», or reject the Kingdom of God? In this
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reader into its space and event. If the reader of the sermonic text
chooses temporally to enter the event of the text, the reader has
the potential to participate in its dynamics and is forced to make a
decision either to believe or not believe. Like a work of ﬁction, it
does not require those external guarantees of authority that are
found in the community of faith: its doctrines, creeds and
ecclesiology. Rather, the authority of the sermonic text is intrinsic
as in a work of fiction and stands on its own. The discussion is
interdisciplinary, drawing upon literary theory, cultural theory
and theology.
Power in the Pulpit Oct 03 2022 “I would not be who I am and I
would not be doing what I do if it were not for God’s grace toward
me through the reading and applying of this book.” —David Platt.
It’s still used in Bible schools and seminaries today, and it shows
no signs of slowing down: Power in the Pulpit is an ideal
introduction to preaching. Dr. Jerry Vines and Dr. Jim Shaddix
have achieved a balanced approach to sermon preparation in
Power in the Pulpit. This primer combines the perspective of a
pastor of forty years with that of someone who devotes daily time
to training pastors in the context of theological education. It
offers practical preaching instruction from a tradition that sees
biblical exposition as a paramount and frequent event in the life
of the local church. Power in the Pulpit is the combined work of
Dr. Vines's two earlier publications on preaching: A Practical
Guide to Sermon Preparation (Moody Publishers, 1985) and A
Guide to Effective Sermon Delivery (Moody Publishers, 1986). Dr.
Shaddix carefully organized and supplemented the material to
offer this useful resource that closes the gap between classroom
theory and what a pastor actually experiences in his weekly
sermon preparation.
Power in the Pulpit Oct 23 2021
The Power of the Pulpit Feb 24 2022 "Gardiner Spring's 'The
Power
of the
Pulpit'
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bookshelf beside Spurgeon's 'Lectures to my Students' and LloydJones's 'Preaching.' I'll never forget the first time I read Spring's
chapter on a minister's personal piety; it overwhelmed me, and
moved me to tears, to silence, to confession, and to prayer for
mercy and help. This is a great book which every minister should
read and re-read, if he really wants to get a sense of the
magnitude, awesomeness, power, and beauty of his calling." - Dr.
Joel R. Beeke
Preaching Women Dec 25 2021 Should women who preach,
preach as women? Preaching Women argues that far from being a
gender-neutral space, the pulpit is a critical place in which a
gender imbalance can begin to be redressed. There is a vital need
for women preachers to speak out of their experience of living as
women in today’s culture and church Filling a glaring gap in the
literature around homiletics, Filling a glaring gap in the literature
around homiletics, Preaching Women considers reasons why
women preachers should preach from their experiences as
women, what women bring to preaching that is missing without
us, and how women preachers can go about the task of biblical
preaching. With a foreword by Libby Lane.
The Preacher King May 18 2021 The Preacher King investigates
Martin Luther King Jr.'s religious development from a precocious
"preacher's kid" in segregated Atlanta to the most influential
America preacher and orator of the twentieth century. To give the
most accurate and intimate portrait possible, Richard Lischer
draws almost exclusively on King's unpublished sermons and
speeches, as well as tape recordings, personal interviews, and
even police surveillance reports. By returning to the raw sources,
Lischer recaptures King's truest preaching voice and,
consequently, something of the real King himself. He shows how
as the son, grandson, and great-grandson of preachers, King early
on absorbed the poetic cadences, traditions, and power of the
pulpit,
more
profoundly
influenced by his fellow African-American
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also reveals a later phase of King's development that few of his
biographers or critics have addressed: the prophetic rage with
which he condemned American religious and political hypocrisy.
During the last three years of his life, Lischer shows, King
accused his country of genocide, warned of long hot summers in
the ghettos, and called for a radical redistribution of wealth. 25
years after its initial publication, The Preacher King remains a
critical study that captures the crucial aspect of Martin Luther
King Jr.'s identity. Human, complex, and passionate, King was the
consummate American preacher who never quit trying to reshape
the moral and political character of the nation.
Into the Pulpit Nov 23 2021 Into the Pulpit
More Power in the Pulpit Jul 08 2020 In this companion and
sequel to the best-selling Power in the Pulpit (2002), which has
sold over 11,000 copies, more of America's best-known and most
influential African American preachers describe how they go
about preparing their sermons. Each preacher also presents a
sermon that highlights his or her particular method of sermon
preparation. This book is an excellent how-to manual for pastors
and students, presenting sage advice and wisdom on the art of
preaching and an inspirational look at the work of some of the
most prominent figures in the life of the black church.
The Preacher As Storyteller May 30 2022 The Preacher as
Storyteller takes a skills-development approach to its timely
homiletics topic. In short, author Austin B. Tucker reasons that
"You can greatly improve your preaching by sharpening
storytelling skills...A story can touch the latch spring of the heart
to let the life-changing gospel come in." This book clearly helps
pastors and pastoral students improve the effectiveness of their
preaching by better understanding and employing the techniques
of great storytelling.
A Greater Glory Feb 01 2020 Premier league footballer turned
pastor
Gavin
Peacock
tells the story of his career and his faith in
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more to life than football, fame and fortune. There is a greater joy
and a greater glory to be had.' What makes a man walk away from
his life as a professional footballer turned BBC pundit to become
a church minister? They say it is every schoolboy's dream to play
in the F.A. Cup Final and it's a dream that came true for Gavin
Peacock. In his riveting autobiography follow Gavin's journey
from a child growing up in a footballing family to Chelsea captain;
from a son following in his father's footsteps to a husband and
father supporting his own family; from pundit to preacher.
Experience his highs and lows as he tells his story and explains
the driving force behind it all - his love for football, his love for his
family, and most importantly his love for God.
The Prophet's Pulpit Mar 04 2020 Muslim preaching has been
central in forming public opinion, building grassroots
organizations, and developing leadership cadres for the wider
Islamist agenda. Based on in-depth field research in Egypt,
Patrick Gaffney focuses on the preacher and the sermon as the
single most important medium for propounding the message of
Islam. He draws on social history, political commentary, and
theological sources to reveal the subtle connections between
religious rhetoric and political dissent. Many of the sermons
discussed were given during the rise of Islamic fundamentalism,
and Gaffney attempts to describe this militant movement and to
compare it with official Islam. Finally, Gaffney presents examples
of the sermons, so readers can better understand the full range of
contemporary Islamic expression.
The Power of the Pulpit; Or, Thoughts Addressed to Christian
Ministers and Those Who Hear Them Nov 11 2020 This work has
been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This
work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as
true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the
original
copyright
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the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the
public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other
nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a
historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred
pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank
you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant.
Power in the Pulpit Jan 26 2022 A solid primer for expository
preaching It's still used in Bible schools and seminaries today,
and it shows no signs of slowing down: Power in the Pulpit is an
ideal introduction to preaching. Dr. Jerry Vines and Dr. Jim
Shaddix have achieved a balanced approach to sermon
preparation in Power in the Pulpit. This primer combines the
perspective of a pastor of forty years with that of someone who
devotes daily time to training pastors in the context of theological
education. It offers practical preaching instruction from a
tradition that sees biblical exposition as a paramount and
frequent event in the life of the local church. Power in the Pulpit
is the combined work of Dr. Vines's two earlier publications on
preaching: A Practical Guide to Sermon Preparation (Moody
Publishers, 1985) and A Guide to Effective Sermon Delivery
(Moody Publishers, 1986). Dr. Shaddix carefully organized and
supplemented the material to offer this useful resource that
closes the gap between classroom theory and what a pastor
actually experiences in his weekly sermon preparation.
From Boot Camp to the Pulpit May 06 2020 This book is for
SAVED FOLK, who desires to reach their potential and vocation in
Ministry.
as a tool to transform everyday struggles into
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prisoner of the Lord, walk according to your Christian profession.
Life struggles are the stepping-stones used to shift you into a
position to receive God’s favor and anointing. So, use them to
your advantage because you are worthy and can reach far beyond
the opinions of others. Embrace who you are as heirs of God and
joint-heirs with Christ. From Boot Camp to the Pulpit, know that
the struggle is real; but God can do exceeding abundantly above
all that we ask or think, according to the power that worketh in
us. Keep it simple and moving, adhere to the promises of God for
He has petitioned you for greatness.
From the Pit to the Pulpit Sep 09 2020
Laugh Your Way to Grace Dec 01 2019 Laughter the GPS System
for the Soul Laughter was honored by the ancients as a spiritual
healing tool and celebrated by the world's great religions. So why
aren t we laughing along the spiritual path today? What would
happen if we did? In this personal and funny look at humor as a
spiritual practice, Rev. Susan Sparks an ex-lawyer turned
comedian and Baptist minister presents a convincing case that
the power of humor radiates far beyond punch lines. Laughter
can help you: Remove the fearful mask of a God who doesn t
laughDebunk the myths that you don t deserve joyFind
perspective when faced with adversityExercise forgiveness for
yourself and othersReclaim play as a spiritual practiceHeal
emotionally, physically, and spirituallyKeep your faith when God
is silentLive with elegance, beauty, and generosity of spirit
Whatever your faith tradition or if you have none at all join this
veteran of the punch line and the pulpit in reclaiming the
forgotten humor legacy found in thousands of years of human
spiritual history."
Faith Beyond Fear Oct 30 2019 John Henry Newman’s pulpit at
St Mary’s, Oxford, was a powerhouse of religious innovation and
reinvigoration in English religion through the 1830s and 1840s.
This
towering
structure gave platform to preachers
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vision of belief provoked personal and societal awakenings.
Today, we are in need once again of reimagining the challenges of
our world, and the meaning of Christian faith, in ways that cut
through the religious jumble, and speak to the fears and failings
of our time. This volume collects sermons by one of that pulpit’s
most recent preachers. Anxiety, pain, hope, and judgement are
key themes. There are liturgical themes and feasts taken in fresh
directions, and always an insistence on deconstructing easy
answers and pious lingo. These are exercises in reading
Scripture, and reading our lives, in ways that speak beyond the
borders of religious identity and certainty. These sermons draw
us deeper into the reality of our own predicaments and fears, to
discover a presence and power that might surprise and disrupt
us, and help us to reimagine faith in the modern world.
Power and the Pulpit in Puritan New England Mar 16 2021
There’s a Woman in the Pulpit Jun 30 2022 Learn and laugh with
these women of the church, bound together by a deep
commitment to ministry. Over fifty clergywomen representing
fourteen denominations explore their holy—and unflinchingly
human—moments as they juggle the sometimes isolating
expectations from their congregations and the shared realities,
graces and humor of everyday life.
Sermon Analysis for Pulpit Power Aug 21 2021
Preaching With Confidence Jun 06 2020 Speaking the Word of
God confidently is the obligation of the preacher, insists James
Daane, for the Word is not merely advisory; it is efficacious. When
God speaks, the world does more than listen - it changes. But in
far too many contemporary pulpits, Daane charges, the
mysterious power of God's word is no longer proclaimed with
confidence and authority. Too often the person in the pulpit
functions only as a discussion leader; too often sharingÓ has
replaced the sermon. In this brief but pointed essay on the
theology
preaching,
Daane calls ministers back to their
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strength of those who preach and those who believe the Word of
God,Ó he writes, is rooted in the fact that God has identified his
name and his reputation with the power of his Word.Ó There can
be no better reason for preaching with confidence.
Dying to Preach Jan 14 2021 A fresh approach to the theology of
preaching that will inspire every pastor
The National Preacher and Village Pulpit Feb 12 2021
Annals of the American Pulpit Jul 28 2019
When Sorrow Comes Sep 21 2021 Since World War II,
Protestant sermons have been an influential tool for defining
American citizenship in the wake of national crises. In the
aftermath of national tragedies, Americans often turn to churches
for solace. Because even secular citizens attend these services,
they are also significant opportunities for the Protestant religious
majority to define and redefine national identity and, in the
process, to invest the nation-state with divinity. The sermons
delivered in the wake of crises become integral to historical and
communal memory—it matters greatly who is mourned and who
is overlooked. Melissa M. Matthes conceives of these sermons as
theo-political texts. In When Sorrow Comes, she explores the
continuities and discontinuities they reveal in the balance of state
power and divine authority following the bombing of Pearl
Harbor, the assassinations of JFK and MLK, the Rodney King
verdict, the Oklahoma City bombing, the September 11 attacks,
the Newtown shootings, and the Black Lives Matter movement.
She argues that Protestant preachers use these moments to
address questions about Christianity and citizenship and about
the responsibilities of the Church and the State to respond to a
national crisis. She also shows how post-crisis sermons have
codified whiteness in ritual narratives of American history,
excluding others from the collective account. These civic liturgies
therefore illustrate the evolution of modern American politics and
society.
Despite
perceptions of the decline of religious authority
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tragedies. Sermons preached in such intense times of mourning
and reckoning serve as a form of civic education with
consequences for how Americans understand who belongs to the
nation and how to imagine its future.
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